Honeywell’s signature Maintenance Service Plan (MSP) takes the stress out of maintaining your aircraft engines and auxiliary power units. With MSP, you can avoid engine and APU downtime, manage your annual maintenance costs, and rest assured that you’ve got Honeywell’s world-renowned maintenance, repair and overhaul capabilities on your side – whenever and wherever you need them.
Usage Based Feature Provides More Flexibility for MSP

We’re making MSP even better by introducing our first Usage-Based Maintenance Service Plan for HTF and TFE propulsion engines. The program uses advanced connected aircraft technology to monitor engines for preferred operation indicators. Honeywell uses data analytics to track key performance parameters including flight length, throttle setting and environment. Operators are eligible for a discount of up to 10 percent off the hourly rate for operating their aircraft under optimal conditions.

Usage based feature provides more flexibility for MSP operators with data they can use to further improve the operation of their aircraft. Usage-Based MSP is available now for all new MSP customers; current customers will transition to the new program when their plan comes up for renewal.

Total Visibility to Maintenance Costs
MSP gives you total visibility to engine and APU maintenance costs. It covers scheduled major maintenance and spares you the sticker shock of unplanned repairs, all at an annual fixed cost that makes sense for every business aircraft and helicopter fleet.

The plan:
- Increases accuracy of your annual budget
- Provides predictable long-range financial planning
- Covers scheduled major maintenance
- Eliminates cost impact of unscheduled repairs
- Covers replacement costs of life-limited hardware
- Incorporates service bulletins in coverage
- Provides for rental engines when needed
- Annual rate adjustments tied to economic indices
- Increases the resale value of your aircraft

MSP Gold
You can take your MSP coverage to the next level with MSP Gold. For a nominal increase in the annual contract fee, MSP Gold expands your standard coverage to include additional charges associated with engine repairs, like engine and line replaceable unit removals labor, freight charges and more.

For more information
About the Maintenance Service Plan (MSP) or to obtain an enrollment quote, please contact any Honeywell authorized service center or contact us at 602-365-3181 or via myaerospace.honeywell.com or visit us online at: www.myaerospace.com
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